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Spend the year at Hogwarts with Harry and his friends. Relive the moments through these

illustrations by Mary Grandpre. Calendar features reference grids and is printed on a glossy paper

stock. This spiral-bound calendar is 13" wide x 15" tall.  12 full-color images. Twelve oversized

images with reference grids make this calendar a ideal decorative piece.
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This calendar features many new and previously unseen images from the illustrator of the U.S.

Harry Potter books â€“ Mary GrandPrÃ©. If you enjoyed the now iconic original U.S. book covers

(and who doesnâ€™t?) then youâ€™ll thoroughly enjoy these images which take up almost the

entire 15â€• x 13â€• page. The days of the month are displayed in a slim line across the bottom. This

set up is perfect for displaying it as a poster, but it's not very functional as a traditional calendar.Like

2014â€™s calendar, images are printed on both sides of each page. I wish the paper was of a bit

heavier stock, but itâ€™s thick enough that the reverse image is not visible. The calendar ships with

a metal u-bend hanger that sits in the spiral binding. I really appreciate this since it allows you to

hang the calendar without damaging it.I highly recommend this product to all Harry Potter and Mary

GrandPrÃ© fans as long as you go in realizing this is not a traditional calendar for writing on and

such. It does however make a fantastic wall poster.

This calendar doesn't actually have boxes you can write into. It just has the posters with a string of

dates down at the bottom. So it looks great, but it isn't really practical.



Loved loved loved the illustrations but I thought this was a normal wall calendar with picture on top

and open boxes (for the dates) on bottom...the calendar part (dates/days) are almost hidden! I

understand the need and desire to showcase the amazing illustrations but this is not a standard wall

calendar and should be said/described as such.

Five stars for the illustrations, they are beautiful, but I got this primarily to function as a calendar and

with a literal 1-inch strip at the bottom of the illustration to display the dates of the month, this

doesn't really serve that purpose. I'm not even really sure how to hang this, as the pages are back

to back, so if you don't want the previous month showing upside down, you have to fold in half, thus

creating a half-moon shape in the top middle; I guess I can get a clip to hold it up, or put nails

through the spiral part...

If you love the Mare Grand Pre art for Harry Potter, you will love this. Her prints are pricey right, but

I've gotten a couple. There are some new pictures I have not seen before too! I bought this just to

keep the artwork. I was very excited to see the new artwork too. Have not seen one of these offered

for a few years. I like the book art better then the movie pictures, so it depends on your

preferences...

This is an absolutely beautiful calendar! The illustrations are so awesome and the calendar is big

(oversized). I buy my kids calendars every year for Christams and this is by far the best I've ever

gotten. My daughter has probably had 4-5 Harry Potter calendars over the years and this is the

nicest yet. I would definitely recommend to Harry Potter fans. Illustrations resemble those of the

books covers (same illustrator).

This calendar is beautiful. The paper quality is also outstanding and has a matte finish as opposed

to the glossy we're used to on calendars. What I love most is that the artwork is from different

scenes in the book. It's not just a few original scenes and then all the book cover art, it's ALL unique

and any harry potter fan would love it!

Beautiful. Larger than expected. I would've preferred different illustrations but these are really great.

Can't really be used as a calendar though because there are no boxes to write in--there is just a line

of numbers/letters at the bottom of the page denoting the date/day.
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